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Gerhard ULRICH of Guntalingen
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges

Michel TINGUELY
Lawyer from Gruyère
The looser

June 1st, 2018

Lionel GUIGNARD
«Judge»
Tribunal
d’arrondissement
de la Côte
Route de St-Cergue 38
CH-1260 Nyon

Victory of the Truth
To you, Lionel GUIGNARD,
Prior to the event of March 31st, 2018, I did submit on May 21st 2018 to
you and to TINGUELY Michel, six star Lawyer and professional
querulous a catalog of 20 allegations/questions, demonstrating the plot.
But TINGUELY is just an instrument. Actually, the reported serial
dysfunctioning is not profiting to him, but to the criminal judiciary
Magistrates.
Yesterday, you were presiding the staging of the 6th trial TINGUELY c/
ULRICH. 9 observers + 6 young plainclothes Policemen assisted in the
public.
Opening of the trial at 9.10 a.m. After the preliminaries, you permittd
me to present my 6 incidental requests. However, you interruptet me
permenantly.
In the center of my plea: the démonstration that the wrong plaintiff had
submitted by mail of December 5, 2011 forged evidences. In order to
explain the backgrond of the affair, in a transparent manner, I
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presented in free speech an extract of the chronology of the cascade of
abusive complaints.
Face to face with the eternal plaintiff, I concluded that he is a forger.
He avoided deliberatly any eye contact. Cour compassion for this crook
was evident. You ordered me to look in direction of your table. – During
his replica, he stuttered and finally, he lost his train of thought. His
lousy explanations did make it easy to me to duplicate.
At 10.20 a.m. you interrupted the audience. At 10.45 a.m., you called
us back into the court yard. With an inaudible voice, you wipped out my
6 incidental requests by running throug. When I applauded, you
threatened me to expelll me irrevocably from the court. A wasted effort.
At 11 a.m., I presented my last words:
« The honnest citizens will leave this court,
for letting the judiciary criminals ending
the day in their privacy. »
Leaving the court hall, I intoned the end of
the song of the partigiano.
First, I had decided not to present me in
front of your tables. But when you notified
to me your order by Policement, I changed
my mind. It was too beautiful an
opportunity to evidence the proofs of the
judicirary crime, of which me and other
persons are victims.
TINGUELY has put into the pipeline
The Winner Ulrich,
already 4 more trials, of which 2 are
leaving the court
directed against me. The tarif is 2 months
of jail per trial.
I succeeder perfecly to obtain victory for the truth. You condemned me
for the impossible offense of unfair competition (not being a Lawyer);
the existence of a plot is evidenced once more.
Your authority in front of me is a senseless word, Sincerely yours
Gerhard ULRICH of Guntalingen
PS : Enclosed, I submit to you my intention declaration to appeal
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